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The Trust has installed a new Hologic Bone Density Scanner sup-
plied by Vertec Scientific Ltd. of Aldermaston, Reading.   It is the 
top of the range model and will be used in the diagnosis of Osteo-
porosis covering all ages of the population.    
“The new machine is a top of the range model which will enable us 
to do whole body and lateral scans as well as the routine images of 
spine, hip and forearm, says Consultant Radiologist Dr Liz Bellamy. 
“The machine will bring improvements for patients and help us to 
progress towards ensuring that all patients are diagnosed and 
treated within 18 weeks in the future.” 

Paul Vaughan, Product Sales Specialist at Vertec Scientific Ltd 
said: "We are very pleased to continue our long standing support of 
the Osteoporosis Service at St Peters Hospital.  The Discovery 
system is proving to be the system of choice with many leading 
clinicians diagnosing Osteoporosis. The Discovery is also able to 
identify Vertebral deformities and fractures with a high resolution 15 
second lateral scan and using a very low dose of radiation to the 
patient.”  
And speaking after the machine had been installed Senior Radiog-
rapher Marie Richards, who is in charge of the Bone Density Unit at 
the hospital, said:  “This is an excellent new machine. It is a much 
needed replacement for an ageing scanner that has been in con-
stant use in the department for the last 11 years.  The new machine 
and associated software will enable the Department to increase 
efficiency in all areas of its operation, both in scanning and patient 
reporting. The Department is continually improving and we are very 
grateful to the Local National Osteoporosis Society for all the sup-
port they have given us during the last 16 years, most recently hav-
ing paid for complete redecoration and carpeting of our room prior 
to the installation of the new machine.” 
Further information about  Vertec Scientific Ltd is available at 
www.vertec.co.uk and more information on Osteoporosis can be 
found at www.nhsdirect.nhs.uk.   

£92,000 DEXA SCANNER INSTALLED  

Pictured are Dr Peter Finch (standing left), Clinical Director for Imaging and 
Endoscopy and Simon Champion (standing right), Technical Manager, 

Vertec Scientific Ltd.  Seated left to right on the new machine are Mariann 
Vijioen, Superintendent Radiologist; Dr Liz Bellamy, Consultant Radiologist 

and Marie Richards, Senior Radiographer. 

Following the announcement that Chief Executive Glenn Douglas 
(pictured above with colleagues at Ashford) is to move permanently 
to Maidstone and Tunbridge Wells NHS Trust as their Chief Execu-
tive, it’s business as usual at Ashford and St. Peter’s 
Our Chairman Clive Thompson CBE, says: “We are reluctant, but 
not surprised, to lose a first class Chief Executive.   We have all 
learned a lot in the last five years and now Maidstone and Tun-
bridge Wells will have the benefit of Glenn’s guidance and exper-
tise.  Our congratulations go to Glenn and we wish him success in 
his new post.    During Glenn’s time with us our performance has 
steadily improved.” 
The exact details of Glenn’s move will be worked out over the next 
few weeks but he has been seconded to Maidstone and Tunbridge 
Wells NHS Trust since October last year and since then MTW have 
gained from the Ashford and St. Peter’s experience with Glenn at 
their helm.    During this period we have been managed on a day to 
day basis by Acting Chief Executive Paul 
Bentley but Glenn has remained involved in 
the discussions about the proposed merger 
with Frimley Park Hospital. 
“It is very much business as usual for Ash-
ford and St. Peter’s,” continued Clive.  
“Whilst we are disappointed to lose Glenn, 
we have a strong management and clinical 
team led by Paul.   The Trust continues to 
tackle key challenges which include ensur-
ing that patients are treated more quickly 
and reducing the incidence of ‘superbugs’.    
Our discussions with Frimley Park about the 
possibility of merger are ongoing and we 
hope to make a further announcement about this in the near future.” 

BUSINESS AS USUAL FOR ASPH AS GLENN IS 
APPOINTED PERMANENT CHIEF EXEC AT MTW 

Clive Thompson 

Learn more about the Trust’s IT 
developments on TrustNet  
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Are you clear about your role in delivering the 18 weeks target? - if not visit 18 weeks on TrustNet 

The ophthalmology team have been looking at a cutting edge piece 
of technology that could bring forward the diagnosis of patients with 
glaucoma by as much as six years. Consultant Ophthalmologist Mr 
Richard Condon, comments: “Until now there has usually been 
about 40% of damage to the optic nerve by the time a diagnosis is 
made using conventional equipment.  With this new cutting edge 
technology there can be as little as 10% loss with the diagnosis 
made between three and five years earlier.” 
The Heidelberg Retinal TopographyTopography equipment also 
speeds up the actual investigation time which only takes two min-
utes instead of the current 10-12 minutes.  An obvious benefit is 
that a consultant can see more patients in a clinic session, a and 
have earlier more reliable information.nd have earlier, more reliable 
information.   The laser scans the height, width and depth of the 
patient’s eye and 16 cross-section “slices” per millimetre each are 
transmitted to the diagnostic computer for the consultant to study 
and interpret. 
Conventional diagnosis is based on is based on three aspects: (a) 
raised pressure parameters in behind the eye;  (b) a visual appear-
ance of changes to the optic nerve; and (c) a visual field analyser 
using computer analysis of the field of vision. 
The Heidleberg Retinal Topographer costs £26,500 and it is hoped 
that if the trial of the machine is successful the Trust, together with 
the “Eyes Right” ophthalmology fund-raising appeal, may be able to 
purchase one in the future. 
Pictured above (left to right) are: senior orthoptist Aqsa Syed, 
consultant ophthalmologist Mr Richard Condon, associate 
specialist Dr Mala Yogarajah, head of orthoptists Judi Saiet, 
associate specialist Dr Ram Kumar, nurse practitioner Jain 
Sidhu and Brian Bussey, of HAAG-STREIT UK LTD.  

Following the implementation of the productive ward initiative on 
Kingfisher Ward the results so far have been judged a success.   
The initiative has been instrumental in the transformation of the 
drug room, the IV  room, the Treatment room, as well as the linen 
cupboard. Photographic evidence of these changes on the ward is 
a true testimony of the impact this exercise has had. 
Furthermore, this initial adventure has highlighted numerous chal-
lenges staff nurses face in the quest to split their time between task 
and patient.   Top on the list has been the shortage of some equip-
ment.   Secondly, nurses were video taped while doing drug rounds 
in an effort to identify the nature and frequency of interruptions and 
how to alleviate them. 
The whole undertaking has been made possible by the sacrifice of 
all the ward sisters and staff that have selflessly and willingly made 
time and actively participated in the various surveys and filming.  
The whole initiative has been supported by Ruth Lallmahomed 
whose dedication and energy has been inspirational.   And Terri 
Hess (Matron Surgery) has been actively involved in the whole ex-
ercise and the result to date has been an instant success story. 

New equipment could  
benefit Glaucoma patients 

Kingfisher strikes gold with ‘productive ward’ 

Left - the Treatment 
Room before 
 
Below - the Treat-
ment Room after it 
has been given the 
‘Productive Ward’ 
treatment. 
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The aims of the Productive Ward initiative on Kingfisher are to: 
• Improve Patient Care and experience. 
• Empower staff and encouraging team work within the MDT.  
• Provide useful proven data to source improved patient care which 

can ultimately be shared throughout organisation.  
Interested in finding out more?   Please contact one of the team 
members who are: 
• Tracy Ockwell, Sister 
• Terri Hess, Matron 
• Ruth Lallmahomed, Associate Director Nursing 
• Ward staff 
• Ninette Fitzgerald, Project Support 
You can also find out more from the NHS Institute for Innovation and 
Improvement at www.institute.nhs.uk. 

FREE TELEVISION TICKETS for the audience for the new ITV1 quiz 
show - on TV at the moment on a Saturday night 'DUEL' hosted by 
NICK HANCOCK.  He hosts this high-tension quiz show in which con-
testants go head to head in a battle of knowledge and nerve. Lots of 
skill, judgement and daring, because just one mistake means instant 
elimination. 
• TUESDAY 4 MARCH Doors: 3.00pm Show: 3.30 - 6.00pm 
• TUESDAY 4 MARCH Doors: 7.00pm Show: 7.15-10.00pm 
• WEDNESDAY 5 MARCH Doors: 3.00pm Show: 3.30 - 6.00pm 
• WEDNESDAY 5 MARCH Doors: 7.00pm Show: 7.15-10.00pm 
At: The Fountain TV Studios, 128 Wembley Park Drive, Wembley 
Middx HA9 8HQ.   Tube Station: Wembley Park on the Jubilee and 
Metropolitan Lines.  Minimum age limit is 16 years.  For tickets contact: 
Clappers on 020 8532 2770/1  or email: frances@clappers-tickets.co.uk  

STAFF OFFER : FREE TICKETS TO ITV SHOW 


